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arlier this year, as I was considering stepping
into this position as UPM president, one of
the many things that made me swallow hard was
the thought of having to write a monthly column.
As most of you know, I’m a math person, and
when it comes to having to write an article, just
the thought of it makes me appreciate what
others must feel when they experience math
anxiety. I remember being in college and having
to write long papers. What could I possibly go on
about for 15 pages? What a relief my
mathematics classes were! If I could solve a
problem in a minimum number of steps I was
considered elegant, not shallow. I quickly realized
that being a math major was solving yet another
type of problem. I would have to write fewer
papers than if I were to choose a major that
challenged the other side of my brain.

presidential candidates. Most people know who
they are voting for and it’s pretty certain that all
of California’s electoral votes will go to President
Obama. We may feel that our votes for the top
office don’t count here in California, but at least
we can take comfort in knowing that we have
been spared the onslaught of nasty campaign ads
that have plagued the battleground states.
So let’s go down the ballot. I’m not certain that I
am allowed to try to sway you here regarding
things political since this newsletter is delivered
to your CoM mailboxes, but I feel free to use this
column to inform you about a couple of very
important ballot measures, Props 30 and 32.

But here I am, trying to write a column every
month and hoping not to bore all of you to tears.
Of course if you are anything like I am, you read
whatever is sitting in front of you, including
cereal boxes and milk cartons. And if you have
read this far, maybe you are one of those milk
carton readers and I have a captive audience! So
what should I do with a captive audience right
before a presidential election?

PROPOSITION 30: This proposition raises the
personal income tax rate on individuals making
more than $250,000 a year and couples making
more than $500,000 a year for the next seven
years. Just a wild guess, but I’m thinking that not
too many of us will be affected by this provision.
(Continued on page two)

I really don’t think I need to spout off about the
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(Ponderings continued)
It also raises the state sales tax by a quarter of a
cent for four years. Those additional tax dollars
would go to K-12 schools and community
colleges. The measure also guarantees that local
governments will receive a basic level of funding
each year to implement realignment. Revenue
from Prop. 30 is already built into this year’s
budget. IF IT FAILS, EDUCATION AND PUBLIC
SAFETY PROGRAMS WOULD LOSE $5.9 BILLION
BETWEEN NOW AND NEXT JULY.

PROP 34: YES (Ends the death penalty.)
PROP 35: YES (Increases penalties for human
trafficking.)
PROP 36: YES (Reforms “3 strikes” law by
mandating life sentences only if the third felony
offense is “serious or violent,” and reviews
current life sentences.)
PROP 37: YES (Labels genetically engineered
foods.)

PROPOSITION 32: This proposition prohibits
unions and certain types of corporations from
donating directly, using payroll deductions, to
political candidates and ballot measure
campaigns. It exempts the largest and fastest
growing type of political spending, known as
“independent expenditures.” This is the political
spending of super PACS, which can raise and
spend unlimited amounts. Others exempt from
this proposition are big banks, big oil, big
insurance, and hedge funds, among others. It is
interesting to note that those who are exempt
from this proposition are the same groups who
put it forward and who are spending huge sums
to try to pass it. The measure would specifically
restrict unions’ method of fundraising for political
purposes, since unions are about the only entities
that use payroll deductions from their members
to raise money for political causes. Corporations
tend to make political donations from their own
coffers. The Howard Jarvis Taxpayer Association
is among the supporters of this proposition. The
League of Women Voters is among the
opponents of this proposition.

PROP 38: NO POSITION (Alternative K-12 school
funding proposal. If both 30 and 38 pass, the
higher vote getter will be enacted.)
PROP 39: YES (Ends tax advantages enjoyed by
out-of state corporations, closing a $1billion tax
loophole. These funds can be use to develop
alternative energy sources.)
PROP 40: YES (Upholds fair Senate boundaries)
If you would like to read more about these ballot
measures, I have found that some very good
websites to visit are www.cft2012.org and
www.kqed.org (click on state propositions guide.)
As always, stay in touch, stay informed, and stay
involved.

AND VOTE!!!!
□

The following are brief descriptions and CFT
recommendations on all of the CA propositions:
PROP 30: YES (See above.)
PROP 31: NO (Locks in underfunding of
education.)
PROP 32: NO (See above.)
PROP 33: NO (Raises insurance rates for lowincome drivers.)
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CONNECTING THE DOTS
News and Opinion
by Arthur Lutz
managed to put public education advocates
on the defensive.

The Privatization Agenda

P

ublic education in America is under
attack.
The reason for the attack is not because
public schools are failing to educate or
because of fiscal mismanagement; or even
because of monetary shortfalls. The real
reason that public education is under attack
is because it is a 600 billion-dollar-a-year
industry that private investors see as one of
the most lucrative investment opportunities
in America – one of the last industries in
this challenged economy from which huge
profits may be gleaned.

But teachers unions are fighting back and
are working to defeat the school
privatization agenda. And so in order to
defeat these union efforts the corporate
privateers are attacking faculty unions with
ballot measures like Proposition 32, which
would restrict unions and their membership
from effectively engaging in an antiprivatization struggle. It disallows the
collection of union dues for political
activities. If Prop 32 passes, faculty will lose
their ability to speak against the loss of
public education with a unified voice.

As such, venture capitalists and corporate
financiers are investing huge sums to
convince the public that public education is
failing both pedagogically and financially
and that a private school system would do
better. If their attempt to discredit public
education and replace it with a privatized
system is successful, their windfall profits
will be enormous. So they have mounted a
concerted effort to defame public
education in order to gain control over this
very lucrative public sector.

The American Federation of Teachers (AFT),
CFT, CTA, CSEA, our UPM Executive Council
and many other progressive and nonpartisan education organizations urge that
you VOTE NO ON PROPOSITION 32. Help
preserve the right of faculty to engage in
protected political speech and defeat a
measure that seeks to destroy public
education in America. □

Their game plan is to use initiatives like “No
Child Left Behind,” and “Race to the Top,”
to convince taxpayers that public schools
and public school teachers are providing an
inferior education, and at too high a cost.
With the help of so-called ‘educational
reformers’ and media flacks, and with
movies like “Waiting for Superman” and
“Won’t Back Down” (a cynically contrived
critique of teachers’ unions,) they have
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